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1TECHNICAL PUBLICATION
DEVElopInG A MATERIAl STREnGTh DESIGn VAlUE BASED on CoMpRESSIon 
AfTER IMpACT DAMAGE foR ThE ARES I CoMpoSITE InTERSTAGE
1.  InTRoDUCTIon
 For a composite laminate to be used successfully in a structure, its damage tolerance capabilities 
must be understood. Impact damage can cause reductions in laminate strength (particularly compression) 
that must be accounted for during the life of the structure. How this is explained varies greatly with inspec-
tion methods, impact threats, redundant load paths (or lack thereof), and many other factors. While there 
is much literature, mostly analytical, involving impact damage to composite laminates, little information 
with experimental data on a significant number of test specimens can be found. This is mainly due to the 
highly proprietary nature of the data generated and the high cost involved in performing a damage toler-
ance program. A good example of publicly available data from a damage tolerance program is given in a 
series of reports from the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA).1–4
 For next-generaton manned launch vehcles, compostes offer lghter weght structures that 
are crtcal to the mass savngs needed to make these vehcles a realty. However NASA s reluctant 
to use composte lamnates because of a lack of experence and confidence n usng ths materal, 
partcularly when the ssue of damage tolerance arses. Marshall Space Flght Center Requrement 
3479 (MSFC-RQMT-3479) addresses what crtera must be addressed before a composte struc-
ture can be used for manned launch vehcles. However, no NASA-bult structure has actually gone 
through the necessary steps nvolved by ths requrements document.
 Ths Techncal Publcaton (TP) descrbes the development of a materal compresson desgn 
value (not necessarly an allowable) for the materal n the acreage area of an nterstage structure. 
Ths analyss concentrates on the first, and most rgorous, porton of the buldng block approach—
the coupon level testng. Thus a ‘materal’ desgn value (ndependent of the structure beng made) 
and not a ‘structural’ desgn value (hardware specfic) s beng obtaned. The structural desgn value 
wll depend on factors such as scale-up, panel curvature, and processng. The hardware selected and 
focused on n ths study s an nterstage structure that s bascally a cylndrcal sandwch structure 
that experences mostly compressve loads. It s expendable and s n flght for only approxmately 
500 s. Ths s an deal type of structure for ntal utlzaton of MSFC-RQMT-3479 because of ts 
smplcty and well-characterzed load and temperature profile.
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32.  MATERIAlS
 The manufacturng materals for the major part of the composte nterstage consst of two 
equvalent facesheets cocured wth an epoxy film adhesve to an alumnum honeycomb core. The 
epoxy film adhesve used was FM-300K, a Cytec Industres, Inc. product, wth an areal densty of 
0.08 lb/ft2. The perforated honeycomb core had a densty of 3.1 lb/ft3 wth a 1/8-n cell sze. The core 
was 1.125-n thck, and pror to shppng, was pretreated wth a corroson-resstant coatng consst-
ng of a chromate-based protectve layer and an organc-metallc polymer.
 Two dfferent lay-up schemes were extensvely tested as part of ths study. These were the 
base-lned 16-ply quas-sotropc sandwch structure that had facesheets wth an orentaton 
of [+45,0,– 45,90]2S and the down-selected 18-ply drectonal sandwch structure wth a lay-up of 
[+45,0,– 45,0,90,0,0,90,0]S. The 16-ply lamnates where made of IM7/8552 prepreg materal wth a 
290 g/ft2 areal weght (0.0115 n/ply nomnal) and 66% fiber volume fracton. The 18-ply lamnates 
where made of the same fiber/resn system wth a prepreg areal weght of 180 g/ft2 (0.0064 n/ply 
nomnal) and a 66% fiber volume fracton. The tested specmens were machned from 24- by 24-n 
panels that were hand lad-up and autoclave cured. The cure cycle was per the manufacturer’s recom-
mendaton for 8552 epoxy resn. The maxmum cure pressure was dropped to 55 ps snce processng 
trals showed ths value gves facesheets the best compacton wth lttle drapng of the nner ples nto 
the core cells resultng n a lamnate wth hgher compresson strength than facesheets cured at 80 or 
40 ps.
43.  TESTInG
 The first seres of tests drectly related to obtanng a materal desgn value for compresson 
after mpact (CAI) strength were conducted to find the mnmum detectable damage as ndcated by 
flash thermography. Ths s termed ‘damage threshold detecton.’ Flash thermography was chosen as 
the measure of damage severty because of ts non-nvasveness and ablty to assess post-producton 
mpact damage at any stage of the structure’s lfe pror to launch. Ths non-destructve evaluaton 
(NDE) method can detect non-vsble damage and by usng ths parameter, rather than a vsual mea-
sure, ensures that the structure’s weght s best mnmzed. For the mpact testng, the ‘worst case’ 
boundary condton for a gven mpact energy had to be determned.
3.1  Boundary Condition Selection
 The boundary condton that gave the most detrmental damage, as detected by flash ther-
mography, for a gven mpact energy was requred as ths represents an upper boundary on damage 
resstance. To assess ths, three types of boundary condtons were ntally tested wth the 16-ply 
face sheet sandwch specmens. The boundary condton wth whch the sandwch specmens were 
supported ncluded smply supported, ‘loose,’ and ‘sold.’ For the smply supported boundary cond-
ton, the sandwch specmen was supported as a beam wth a span of 12 n. Ths type of boundary 
condton wll be referred to as ‘flex.’ For the ‘loose’ boundary condton, the sandwch specmen 
was restng flat on a metal plate and for the ‘sold’ mpact boundary condton, the sandwch spec-
men was restng flat on a metal plate wth two 10-lb plates on ether sde of the mpact zone to keep 
the specmen statonary after mpact. Schematcs of these three boundary condtons are shown n 
figure 1.
 A 0.5-n-dameter tup (mpactor) was used for all of the boundary condton mpacts. A 
4.7-ft lb mpact energy was selected as the mpact level snce ths energy s known to gve dscernable 
NDE results under a varety of boundary condtons. The results from the boundary condton tests 
are shown n figure 2.
 The data show that the ‘loose’ and ‘sold’ boundary condtons gave about the same damage 
sze that was greater than the ‘flex’ boundary condton. Thus the ‘loose’ boundary condton (the 
specmen lyng flat on a metal plate wth no weghts) was chosen for the remander of ths study.
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Fgure 1.  Schematc of the three boundary condtons used n the first
 seres of mpacts: (a) flex, (b) loose, and (c) sold.
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Fgure 2.  The NDE sze versus mpact energy results 
 of the boundary condton tests.
63.2  Impact Testing
 A drop weght tower was used to mpact sandwch specmens wth a range of mpact energes. 
A schematc of the apparatus s shown n figure 3. Adjustng the heght of the dropped weght vared 
the mpact energy. Three dfferent-szed tups where used n ths analyss, 0.25, 0.5, and 1.5 n, to cover 
a spectrum of possble mpactng objects to the composte nterstage. The amount of weght used 
was 2.7 lb for the 0.25- and 0.5-n tups, and 3.7 lb for the 1.5-n tup. The tups were nstrumented so 
that load-tme readngs could be taken. In addton, the velocty of the fallng weght was measured 
just pror to mpact to calculate an mpact energy snce some of the speed of the fallng weght was 
lost due to frcton wth the gudeposts and the smple weght multpled by heght formula could not 
be used wth accuracy.
d
h
Guideposts
Velocity FlagFalling Weight
Impactor (Tup)
Metal Plate
Specimen Velocity 
Detector
Data Acquisition System
h = Drop Height
d = Tup Diameter
Fgure 3.  Schematc of mpact test apparatus.
3.2.1  Threshold Detection
 From the processed 24- by 24-n panels, specmens 12-n-long and 3-n-wde were cut. Each of 
these specmens was ht at five evenly spaced locatons as shown n figure 4. At least three specmens 
were mpacted for a total of 15 mpacts mnmum for any gven tup sze.
 A range of mpact energes was chosen for the seres of tests to obtan baselne data for what 
levels of mpact damage the chosen NDE method (flash thermography n ths study) could detect. 
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Fgure 4.  Schematc of mpact test specmen wth mpact locatons.
3.2.2  flash Thermography
 Commercal arcraft are subjected to many more mpact threats than a one-tme-use pece of 
launch vehcle hardware would be. In addton, an arcraft cannot be nspected wth any detal when 
an mpact event does occur snce arplanes must be kept flyng to be profitable. Thus a smple vsual 
‘look-over’ s the measure of damage severty n the commercal transport sector. For the hardware 
beng developed as part of ths study, the luxury of mnmzng mpacts by protectng the hardware, 
beng able to montor the hardware, and beng able to use NDE technques nstead of vsual nspec-
ton may all be utlzed to mnmze the structure’s weght snce ths s the ultmate goal of usng 
composte lamnates n the first place. The NDE technque chosen to best perform ths task was flash 
thermography.
  To perform ths type of NDE, the specmen s ‘flashed’ wth a strobe lght whch heats the 
specmen’s surface. As the surface cools a senstve nfrared (IR) camera s used to montor the heat 
loss. Areas wth damage wll lose heat at a slower rate and the damage can be seen wth the IR cam-
era. Ths technque was chosen because of ts non-nvasveness and portablty, whch make t a lkely 
canddate for nspectng hardware just pror to launch.
 The damage, or ‘ndcatons,’ seen by the camera and data acquston system are generally 
crcular and the dameter of ths crcle s termed the damage sze as detected by flash thermography.
 Flash thermography examples for two 16-ply face sheet specmens ht at 5.0 ft lb are shown 
n figure 5 for 0.25- and 0.5-n tups.
 A flash thermography example for a 16-ply face sheet specmen mpacted at 7.5 ft lb s shown 
n figure 6 for a 1.5-n tup.
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Fgure 5.  Flash thermography mages of two 16-ply face sheet specmens 
 mpacted at 5.0 ft lb wth (a) 0.25- and (b) 0.5-n tups.
NDE Size 
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Fgure 6.  Flash thermography of a 16-ply face sheet specmen 
 mpacted at 7.5 ft lb wth a 1.5-n tup.
3.2.3  Damaging Compression After Impact Specimens
 For the CAI tests the 24- by 24-n sandwch panels were machned nto sets of fifteen 4- by 
6-n test specmens. Each of these specmens was mpacted at the geometrc center wth a range of 
mpact energes for the three tup szes used. As data became avalable, more mpacts were performed 
wth the 0.25-n-dameter tup snce the smallest tup gave smlar CAI results for a gven damage sze 
as detected by flash thermography (though not to a great degree), as the 0.5-n- dameter tup. Max-
mum load of mpact, and mpact energy were measured for each mpacted specmen. Dent depth was 
also measured for the 18-ply specmens.
3.3  Environmental Effects
 Snce the composte nterstage sees a flght lfe of ≈500 s, the typcal ‘hot/wet’ testng used 
by the arcraft ndustry s much too severe n that overly saturated specmens held at the upper tem-
9perature lmt for hundreds of hours are tested. Ths requrement s necessary n arcraft snce the 
envronment of the arcraft s not known and the composte parts on these must wthstand upper 
temperature lmts for a much longer flght tme and a much longer cumulatve lfetme. If  the nter-
tank does not have thermal nsulaton appled to t, then the maxmum temperature expected on the 
outer skns s about 220 °F. Prelmnary data from beach exposure testng at Cape Canaveral, FL 
showed that a typcal carbon/epoxy lamnate gans up to 0.1% mosture dependng upon the tme of 
year (the lamnates also showed that they could ‘dry out’ because of a negatve mosture level).
 The effects of heat and mosture that can be realstcally expected for the composte ntertank 
were examned usng open hole compresson test specmens snce they are much more economcal 
to test than those n CAI tests. The specmens conssted of monolthc lamnates (no honeycomb) 
wth the 18-ply lay-up. The specmens were end-loaded wth the edges beng machned to wthn a 
±0.001-n tolerance. A schematc of an open-hole compresson test specmen s shown n figure 7.
0.125 in
1 in
3 in
Fgure 7.  Open hole compresson specmens used 
 for envronmental effects study.
 For the varous temperature tests, the specmens were randomly chosen to prevent any bas 
that mght result from takng groups of specmens from the same area of the large panel. Some of 
the specmens were condtoned n an envronmental chamber at 180 °F and 83% relatve humdty 
for about 1 week.
 The specmens were condtoned n two batches. The first batch was condtoned to ≈0.7% 
mosture gan by weght. The second batch was condtoned to ≈0.5% mosture gan by weght. Mos-
ture uptake versus tme s shown n figures 8 and 9.
 Note that the specmens contnued to gan mosture for about 1 day after removal from the 
envronmental chamber. After a day, the specmens slowly lost mosture, but at such a slow rate that 
the percent mosture uptake rght before testng could be known to the nearest 0.1%.
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Fgure 8.  Mosture gan for first batch of specmens.
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Fgure 9.  Mosture gan for second batch of specmens.
 For open hole compresson (OHC) testng, the specmen fixturng was placed n the test cham-
ber and held at temperature for 30 mn to allow the steel fixture to come to the desgnated testng 
temperature. Ths was done to prevent basng the first specmen by creatng a heat snk from the 
specmen to the fixturng. Snce there was no trend n any of the data sets, the first specmen tested 
was always a vald test.
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 A summary of all of the OHC tests used to evaluate envronmental (hot/wet) effects are pre-
sented n table 1.
Table 1.  Summary of OHC specmens used to evaluate envronmental effects.
Test 
Temperature 
(°F)
Time @
Temperature 
(Min)
Moisture
Content at Start
of Test
No. of
Specimens
RT*
RT*
120
150
150
180
180
260
300
300
220
220
220
220
220
220
220
–
–
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
0.17 (10 s)
0.5 (30 s)
3
10
10
30
30
0.5%
None
None
None
0.5%
None
0.5%
None
None
0.7%
None
None
None
None
0.7%
None
0.7%
3
10
5
3
5
5
3
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
3
5
5
*  RT: Room temperature
3.4  Residual Strength Testing 
 Once the 4- by 6-n specmens had been mpacted, they were prepared for compresson testng. 
Ths conssted of pottng the ends of the specmen nto alumnum frames and then precson machn-
ng the surfaces so that they were flat and parallel to wthn a ±0.001-n tolerance. A photograph of a 
specmen that has been prepared for CAI testng s shown n figure 10 and drawn schematcally wth 
dmensons n figure 11. Orgnally the method n Amercan Socety for Testng Materals (ASTM) 
D7137/7137M was used, however, for specmens that contaned lttle or no damage, specmen buck-
lng, or end broomng tended to occur as shown n figure 12. Thus the ‘potted end’ technque was 
subsequently tred and used wth success. Once the specmens had been tested and any post mortem 
examnaton performed, the alumnum frames could be reused by pyrolyzng the specmen and pot-
tng compound out of the frames and then subsequently cleanng any resdue on the frames va grt 
blastng. Ths allows for reuse of the frames up to five or sx tmes whch saves on alumnum materal 
costs. A photograph of a specmen n the load frame used s shown n figure 13.
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Fgure 10.  Photograph of a CAI specmen pror to compresson testng 
 (a) front vew and (b) bottom vew.
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Fgure 11.  Schematc of a CAI test specmen: (a) front vew and (b) bottom vew.
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Fgure 12.  (a) A buckled and (b) end broomed specmen.
Fgure 13.  Specmen n a load frame.
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 In order to ensure that the facesheets were beng unformly loaded, four stran gages were 
placed on each specmen as shown n figures 10 and 11. Durng the compresson tests, these gages 
were montored and f  any two of the four devated more than 10%, the test was stopped and the 
specmen was approprately shmmed wth 1-ml steel shm stock n order to obtan unform load-
ng. It was noted that once the specmens were shmmed so that no stran devaton greater than 10% 
occurred at 5,000 lb, then no addtonal stran devaton would typcally exst upon subsequent load-
ng to falure. It was also noted that all of the devatons were front-to-back, so eventually only two 
stran gages were used per specmen. If  only two gages were appled to a specmen they were placed 
at the center of the specmen on each sde, 2.0 n from the top of the specmen. Typcal load versus 
stran plots are shown n figures 14 and 15.
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Fgure 14.  Typcal load versus stran plot for 16-ply CAI specmens.
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Fgure 15.  Typcal load versus stran plot for 18-ply specmens.
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4.  RESUlTS
4.1  Damage Detection Threshold
 The NDE sze versus mpact energy results are shown n figure 16 for the 16- and 18-ply 
facesheet specmens mpacted wth the 0.25-n-dameter tup. The NDE sze represents the wdth of 
maxmum mpact damage as detected by flash thermography.
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Fgure 16.  Non-destructve evaluaton detecton sze versus mpact energy 
 for 16- and 18-ply facesheet specmens mpacted wth a 0.25-n tup.
 Fgure 17 shows the NDE sze versus mpact energy for the 0.5-n tup. No 18-ply specmens 
were tested wth the 0.5-n-dameter tup.
 Fgure 18 shows the NDE sze versus mpact energy for the 1.5-n-dameter tup for the 16- 
and 18-ply face sheet specmens.
 The three plots show that an mpact energy of ≈5.0 ft lb or greater wll always cause detectable 
damage for the 0.5- and 0.25-n tup szes, and an mpact energy of ≈7.5 ft lb wll always cause detect-
able damage for the 1.5-n tup. These are the ‘threshold,’ or barely detectable mpact damage (BDID) 
energes for each tup sze. Note however, the 18-ply specmens tended to show detectable damage at 
lower mpact energes than the 16-ply specmens. Thus the BDID threshold for the 18-ply specmens 
s ≈3 ft lb for both of the tup szes used (0.25- and 1.5-n-dameter).
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Fgure 17.  Non-destructve detecton sze versus mpact energy 
 for 16-ply facesheet specmens mpacted wth a 0.5-n tup.
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Fgure 18.  Non-destructve detecton sze versus mpact energy for 16- and 18-ply 
 facesheet specmens mpacted wth a 1.5-n tup.
 It s apparent from the plots n figures 16–18 that there s a dscreet jump n measured NDE 
sze for all of the tested specmens. Ether no ndcaton was found, or an ndcaton of a dscreet sze 
(≈0.3 n for the 0.25- and 0.5-n-dameter tups, ≈0.6 nch for the 1.5-n-dameter tup) was found wth 
no ndcaton of szes n between. Ths suggests that there s no damage snce damage smaller than 
18
0.6 n would have been seen for the 1.5-n tup-mpacted specmens and damage as small as 0.3 n 
could be detected for the other two tup szes. In order to better assess these phenomena, specmens 
that showed no damage va flash thermography at mpact energes near the threshold energy were 
sectoned for mcroscopy.
 Table 2 summarzes the mpacts that were mcroscopcally examned for damage. They are all 
near the damage threshold for a gven tup sze.
Table 2.  Summary of specmens that were cross-sectoned and examned mcroscopcally.
Specimen 
No.
Impact Energy 
(ft lb)
Tup Size 
(in)
NDE Size 
(in) Cross-Section
16-15-4
16-15-5
16-13-4
16-13-5
16-8-3
16-8-4
16-8-5
16-10-4
16-10-5
18-3
18-6
18-9
18-5
18-13
18-22
4.6
4.6
4.4
4.4
4.3
4.3
4.3
7.0
6.9
1.7
2.2
2.7
2.2
3.6
3.1
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.5
0.5
0.5
1.5
1.5
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
1.5
0.50
0
0.318
0
0.29
0
0
0.625
0
0
0
0
0.585
0.780
0.780
Three minor delaminations with microcracks
No damage found
Two hairline delaminations with many matrix cracks
No damage found
Two large delaminations
No damage found
Hairline cracks less than one cell width in bottom two plies
Extensive damage
Very short delamination less than one cell width
No damage found
No damage found
No damage found
Multiple delaminations
Multiple delaminations
Multiple delaminations
 Fgures 19–23 show select photomcroscopy results. 
 From the cross-sectonal mcroscopy data, t appears that f  flash thermography does not 
detect any damage, then none of consequence exsts. Only a few of the specmens that showed no 
damage by flash thermography had any detectable damage upon cross-sectonal examnaton. The 
damage was always less than one cell sze f  flash thermography dd not detect t. The compresson 
tests wll help determne f  these mnor damage states reduce the sandwch structure’s compresson-
carryng ablty.
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Fgure 19.  Ultravolet lght enhanced photomcrograph of specmen 16-10-5. 
 No damage detected by flash thermography. Mnor delamnatons 
 and mcrocrackng about one-half-cell wdth n sze.
Fgure 20.  Ultravolet lght enhanced photomcrograph of specmen 16-10-5. 
 No damage detected by flash thermography. Mnor damage less 
 than one-cell wdth seen.
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Fgure 21.  Ultravolet lght enhanced photomcrograph of specmen 16-10-4. Damage sze
 of 0.625 n detected by flash thermography. Delamnatons are clearly vsble.
Fgure 22.  Ultravolet lght enhanced photomcrograph of specmen 18-9. 
 No damage detected by flash thermography. No damage seen 
 upon cross-sectonng.
Fgure 23.  Ultravolet lght enhanced photomcrograph of specmen 18-5. 
 Flash thermography showed an ndcaton sze of 0.585.
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4.2  Impact of Specimens to be Compression Tested
 The specmens to be tested for resdual compresson strength after mpact were 4-n-wde and 
6-n-tall. These were mpacted wth a range of mpact energes, but most where mpacted near the 
BDID lmt determned n the prevous secton. These specmens were supported n the same way as 
were the specmens for the damage detecton threshold study. Table 3 summarzes the mpacts on the 
16-ply CAI samples and table 4 summarzes the mpacts on the 18-ply CAI samples. Resdual dent 
depth measurements were taken for the 18-ply specmens snce ths varable s sometmes used n the 
arcraft ndustry as a damage severty ndcator.
Table 3.  Summary of mpacts on the 16-ply CAI samples.
Specimen
Impact Energy 
(ft-lbs)
Drop
Height (in)
Impact Weight 
(lbs)
Tup Size 
(in)
NDE ‘Size’ 
(in)
CAI-16-1
CAI-16-2
CAI-16-3
CAI-16-4
CAI-16-5
CAI-16-6
CAI-16-7
CAI-16-8
CAI-16-9
CAI-16-10
CAI-16-11
CAI-16-12
CAI-16-13
CAI-16-14
CAI-16-15
CAI-16-16
CAI-16-17
CAI-16-18
CAI-16-19
CAI-16-20
CAI-16-21
CAI-16-30
CAI-16-31
CAI-16-32
CAI-16-33
CAI-16-34
CAI-16-35
CAI-16-36
CAI-16-37
CAI-16-38
CAI-16-39
CAI-16-40
CAI-16-41
CAI-16-42
CAI-16-43
CAI-16-44
CAI-16-45
CAI-16-46
CAI-16-47
CAI-16-48
CAI-16-49
4.2
4.2
4.2
6.3
6.3
6.3
9
9.2
9.2
12.1
12.5
12.5
5.4
5.4
14.8
10.5
10.8
10.9
6.4
7.4
7.4
3.5
4.2
4.4
4.7
4.9
5.1
5
5.6
5.7
4
4.2
4.4
4.6
4.9
5.1
5.3
5.5
5.8
4.9
4
20
20
20
30
30
30
46
46
46
44
44
44
26
26
49
50.5
50.5
50.5
30
34.5
37.5
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
22
22
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
3.7
3.7
3.7
2.7
2.7
3.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
1.5
1.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
1.5
0.25
0.25
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0
0
0.42
0.46
0.54
0.46
0.83
0.79
0.75
0.96
1.33
1.17
0.46
0.5
1.21
0.83
0.83
0.92
0.54
0.75
0.75
0
0.39
0.43
0.39
0.43
0.37
0.37
0.41
0.45
0
0
0.39
0
0.39
0.33
0.37
0.51
0.47
0.39
0.39
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Table 4.  Summary of mpacts on the 18-ply CAI samples.
Specimen
Impact Energy 
(ft lb)
Drop Height 
(in)
Impact Weight 
(lb)
Tup Size 
(in)
Dent Depth 
(in)
NDE ‘Size’ 
(in)
CAI-18-1
CAI-18-2
CAI-18-3
CAI-18-4
CAI-18-5
CAI-18-6
CAI-18-7
CAI-18-8
CAI-18-9
CAI-18-10
CAI-18-11
CAI-18-12
CAI-18-16
CAI-18-17
CAI-18-18
CAI-18-19
CAI-18-20
CAI-18-21
CAI-18-22
CAI-18-23
CAI-18-24
CAI-18-25
CAI-18-26
CAI-18-27
CAI-18-28
CAI-18-29
CAI-18-30
CAI-18-31
CAI-18-32
CAI-18-33
CAI-18-34
CAI-18-35
CAI-18-36
CAI-18-37
CAI-18-38
CAI-18-39
CAI-18-40
CAI-18-41
CAI-18-42
CAI-18-43
CAI-18-44
CAI-18-45
CAI-18-46
CAI-18-47
CAI-18-48
CAI-18-49
2.6
2.6
3.1
3
3.6
3.6
4.3
4.3
4.8
4.8
5.5
5.4
1.8
1.8
1.8
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.9
2.9
3.1
3.1
3.3
3.2
3.7
3.7
4
4
4.3
6.7
6.7
7.7
7.9
9.2
9.33
4.44
4.69
4.93
5.6
3.63
4.03
4.31
4.62
4.96
5.26
12
12
14
14
16.5
16.5
20
20
22
22
25
25
8
8
8
12
12
12
12
13
13
14
14
15
15
16.5
16.5
18
18
20
30
30
36
36
42
42
20
21
22
25
12
13
14
15
16
17
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
3.7
3.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
0.007
0.0055
0.006
0.0045
0.0085
0.008
0.011
0.006
0.011
0.0085
0.012
0.011
0.003
0.003
0.0035
0.0045
0.006
0.005
0.006
0.0075
0.0075
0.008
0.0085
0.009
0.0075
0.010
0.0095
0.010
0.010
0.009
0.0145
0.0145
0.0155
0.0175
0.0205
0.022
0.011
0.010
0.0105
0.0125
0.0110
0.0105
0.0120
0.0135
0.0150
0.0130
0.428
0.51
0.429
0.49
0.551
0.592
0.551
0.694
0.755
0.653
0.816
0.755
0.83
0.83
0.92
0.54
0.75
0
0
0.359
0.377
0.415
0.453
0.396
0.509
0.491
0.491
0.566
0.510
0.509
0.698
0.679
0.679
0.755
0.755
0.943
0.544
0.631
0.544
0.658
0.707
0.756
0.756
0.805
0.756
0.878
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4.3  Environmental Effects
 The first set of envronmental testng was to determne decrease n strength versus dwell tme 
for a gven temperature. For ths study 220 °F was chosen snce analyss has shown ths s the hghest 
temperature that the ntertank could possbly reach. The specmens were condtoned to 0.7% weght 
gan, whch s much more severe than hardware at Cape Canaveral could experence. The results are 
plotted n figure 24.
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Fgure 24.  Open hole compresson testng results of the varous dwell tmes at 220 ºF.
 The results show that a small lnear decrease n OHC strength s seen as a functon of dwell 
tme at 220 °F. Ths equated to a maxmum strength decrease of 3% for the 30-mn dwell tme. The 
mmedate drop n strength from room temperature (RT) test results s 10%. Thus the total loss of 
compresson strength for a 30-mn soak of specmens condtoned to a 0.7% mosture gan at 220 °F 
amounts to 13%.
 For a gven dwell tme of 10 mn (the approxmate lfe of the ntertank) the effects of ncreas-
ng temperature on OHC strength for both condtoned (≈0.5% weght gan for temperatures of 70, 
150, and 180 °F; ≈0.7% weght gan for temperatures of 220 and 300 °F), and uncondtoned spec-
mens are shown n figure 25.
 The effect of mosture tends to decrease the OHC strength when the temperature s elevated, 
but by only 3% maxmum, whch s wthn the scatter of the data.
 The OHC strength s reduced wth ncreasng temperature once a temperature of ≈150 °F s 
reached. At the maxmum actual temperature the ntertank s expected to reach (220 °F f  no thermal 
nsulaton s used) the OHC strength drops by about 10%. Desgners can use figures 19 and 20 to 
obtan an estmate of the decrease n compresson strength due to temperature. The decrease s small 
but should be accounted for.
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Fgure 25.  Compresson after mpact results for varous temperatures 
 at a 10-mn dwell tme.
4.4  Compression After Impact Residual Strength Versus Damage Size
 A typcal faled 16-ply CAI specmen s shown n figure 26 and a typcal faled 18-ply CAI 
specmen s shown n figure 27.
(a)        (b)   
Fgure 26.  Faled 16-ply compresson after mpact specmen: (a) front vew and (b) sde vew.
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(a)          (b)   
Fgure 27.  Faled 18-ply compresson after mpact specmen: (a) front vew and (b) sde vew.
 The results from the CAI tests on the 16-ply specmens are plotted n figure 28.
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Fgure 28.  Resdual strength versus damage sze 
 for all 16-ply mpacted specmens.
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 For the specmens that showed no damage, there was lttle scatter n the data suggestng that 
f  any exstng damage was not detected by NDE, then t was not of consequence.
 The tup sze appears to have lttle effect on the CAI values. Poolng the 0.25-, 0.5-, and 1.5-n- 
dameter tup data and fittng a power curve from where the strength begns to drop gves the curve 
shown n figure 29. In the equaton, y(x) s the predcted CAI strength and x s the damage sze n 
nches.
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Fgure 29.  Power curve fit to strength degradaton porton 
 of resdual strength curve for 16-ply specmens.
 The dfference between an actual value and predcted value s called a resdual. The resdual 
wll be postve f  the actual value s above the best-fit curve and negatve f  below the curve. The 
resduals for the 16-ply specmen data are shown n table 5.
 By takng the average value of all of the CAI strength data (55.5 ks) and addng (or sub-
tractng) the 31 resduals, 31 ‘normalzed’ average resdual strength values can be obtaned based 
on one damage sze and the data can be analyzed wth STAT17, an Excel-based statstcal analyss 
program.
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Table 5.  Resduals from data on the 16-ply specmens.
Specimen
Curve Value 
(ksi)
Actual Value 
(ksi)
Residual (R) 
(ksi)
CAI-16-4
CAI-16-5
CAI-16-6
CAI-16-7
CAI-16-8
CAI-16-9
CAI-16-11
CAI-16-12
CAI-16-15
CAI-16-16
CAI-16-17
CAI-16-18
CAI-16-19
CAI-16-20
CAI-16-21
CAI-16-31
CAI-16-32
CAI-16-33
CAI-16-34
CAI-16-35
CAI-16-36
CAI-16-37
CAI-16-38
CAI-16-41
CAI-16-43
CAI-16-44
CAI-16-45
CAI-16-46
CAI-16-47
CAI-16-48
CAI-16-49
59.3
55.1
58.8
46.8
47.7
48.7
39.1
41.2
40.6
47.3
46.9
45.9
55.2
48.7
48.7
62.6
60.3
62.6
60.3
63.9
63.9
61.4
59.2
62.6
62.6
66.8
63.9
56.4
58.2
62.6
62.6
52.5
48.1
50.7
48.9
49.0
50.3
39.6
38.1
39.2
46.9
45
45.1
54.2
48.3
53.9
64.5
62.6
56
59.7
57.9
69.3
59.8
63
67.1
67.4
64.3
66.3
67.9
61.1
63.1
62.1
–6.8
–7.0
–8.1
+2.1
+1.3
+1.6
+0.5
–3.1
–1.4
–0.4
–1.9
–0.8
–1.0
–0.4
+5.2
+1.9
+2.3
–6.6
–0.6
–6.0
+5.4
–1.6
+3.8
+4.5
+4.8
–2.5
+2.4
+11.5
+2.9
+0.5
–0.5
Average=55.5
 Puttng the 31 ‘normalzed’ resdual strength values nto STAT17 gves an observed level of 
sgnficance level (OSL) of 0.0224 for a Webull dstrbuton. Ths s lower than the requred 0.05 so 
the normal dstrbuton s examned next. The OSL for the normal dstrbuton s 0.258, whch s well 
above the requred 0.05, so a normal dstrbuton can be assumed. The B-bass strength value for the 
normal dstrbuton s 47.9 ks, (A-bass value of 42.5 ks). Thus the B-bass strength s 47.9 ks/55.6 ks 
= 0.86 = 86% of the average. Applyng ths knockdown along the entre best fit power curve gves:
 y(x)B=(0.86)y(x)  , (1)
where
y(x)B = the B-bass resdual strength curve
y(x)  = power curve fit gven n figure 29.
 Fgure 30 shows the B-bass resdual strength curve plotted wth the resdual strength data.
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Fgure 30.  B-bass CAI curve plotted wth expermental data 
 for the 16-ply specmens.
 The results from the CAI tests on the 18-ply specmens are plotted n figure 31.
 For the specmens wth no damage sze, three of these were unmpacted and showed compres-
son strengths of ≈70 ks ndcatng that f  no damage was detected by NDE then none of conse-
quence exsted.
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Fgure 31.  Resdual strength versus damage sze 
 for all 18-ply mpacted specmens.
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 The tup sze does appear to have an effect on the CAI values wth the larger tup yeldng a 
hgher CAI strength for a gven damage sze. Separatng the 0.25-n-dameter tup data and fittng a 
power curve from where the strength begns to drop gves the curve shown n figure 32.
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Fgure 32.  Power curve fit to strength degradaton porton 
 of resdual strength curve for the 18-ply specmens.
 The resduals for the 18-ply specmen data are shown n table 6.
 By takng the average value of all of the CAI strength data (55.3 ks) and addng (or subtract-
ng) the 28 resduals, 28 ‘normalzed’ average resdual strength values can be obtaned based on one 
damage sze and the data can be analyzed wth STAT17.
 Puttng the 28 ‘normalzed’ resdual strength values nto STAT17 gves an OSL of 0.465 for 
a Webull dstrbuton. Ths s larger than the requred 0.05 so the Webull dstrbuton s assumed. 
From STAT17, the B-bass value for the Webull dstrbuton s 44.4 ks, (A-bass of 41.7 ks). Thus 
the B-bass strength s 44.4 ks/55.3 ks = 0.80 = 80% of the average. Applyng ths knockdown along 
the entre best fit power curve gves:
 y(x)B=(0.80)y(x)  , (2)
 Fgure 33 shows the B-bass curve plotted wth the resdual strength data.
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Table 6.  Resduals from data on the 18-ply specmens.
Specimen
Curve Value 
(ksi)
Actual Value 
(ksi)
Residual (R) 
(ksi)
CAI-18-7
CAI-18-8
CAI-18-9
CAI-18-10
CAI-18-11
CAI-18-12
CAI-18-20
CAI-18-23
CAI-18-24
CAI-18-25
CAI-18-26
CAI-18-27
CAI-18-28
CAI-18-29
CAI-18-30
CAI-18-31
CAI-18-32
CAI-18-33
CAI-18-34
CAI-18-35
CAI-18-36
CAI-18-37
CAI-18-38
CAI-18-39
CAI-18-40
CAI-18-41
CAI-18-42
CAI-18-43
56.3
47.6
44.8
49.8
42.4
44.8
56.7
76.7
74.0
69.1
64.8
71.4
59.6
61.2
61.2
55.2
59.5
59.6
47.4
48.4
48.4
44.8
44.8
38.2
56.8
51.0
56.8
49.5
52.3
48.5
46.2
47.3
46.2
44.3
61.1
80.1
73.5
75.9
62.8
69.8
64.3
59.0
55.9
58.5
58.7
59.4
50.9
40.1
39.6
38.2
38.9
45.6
57.9
61.2
55.3
56.2
–4.0
+0.9
+1.4
–2.5
+3.8
–0.5
+4.5
+3.4
–0.5
+6.8
–2.0
–1.6
+4.7
–2.2
–5.3
+3.3
–0.8
–0.2
+3.5
–8.3
–8.8
–6.6
–5.9
+7.4
+1.1
+10.2
–1.5
+6.7
Average=55.3
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Fgure 33.  B-bass CAI curve plotted wth expermental data 
 for the 18-ply specmens.
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4.5  Compression After Impact Versus Dent Depth
 If  NDE technques are cost-prohbtve or mpractcal, then dent depth s sometmes used as 
a measure of damage severty. Fgure 34 shows resdual compresson strength as a functon of dent 
depth for the 18-ply specmens.
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Fgure 34.  Resdual strength versus dent depth 
 for all 18-ply mpacted specmens.
 The data for the 1.5-n tup appear hgh, so takng only the 0.25-n tup data and applyng 
a power curve fit gves figure 35.
y(x) = 11.2 ksi • in0.344 x–0.344
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Fgure 35.  Power curve fit to strength degradaton porton of dent depth 
 resdual strength curve for the 18-ply specmens.
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 The resduals for the 18-ply specmen dent depth data are shown n table 7.
Table 7.  Resduals from dent depth data on the 18-ply specmens.
Specimen
Curve Value 
(ksi)
Actual Value 
(ksi)
Residual (R) 
(ksi)
CAI-18-7
CAI-18-8
CAI-18-9
CAI-18-10
CAI-18-11
CAI-18-12
CAI-18-16
CAI-18-17
CAI-18-18
CAI-18-19
CAI-18-20
CAI-18-23
CAI-18-24
CAI-18-25
CAI-18-26
CAI-18-27
CAI-18-28
CAI-18-29
CAI-18-30
CAI-18-31
CAI-18-32
CAI-18-33
CAI-18-34
CAI-18-35
CAI-18-36
CAI-18-37
CAI-18-38
CAI-18-39
CAI-18-40
CAI-18-41
CAI-18-42
CAI-18-43
52.8
65.1
52.8
57.7
51.3
52.8
82.6
82.6
78.4
71.9
65.1
76.7
60.3
59
57.7
56.6
60.3
54.6
55.6
54.6
54.6
56.6
48.1
48.1
47
45
42.7
41.6
52.8
54.6
53.7
50.6
52.3
48.5
46.2
47.3
46.2
44.3
74.6
73.6
74.0
78.4
61.1
80.1
73.5
75.9
62.8
69.8
64.3
59.0
55.9
58.5
58.7
59.4
50.9
40.1
39.6
38.2
38.9
45.6
57.9
61.2
55.3
56.2
+0.5
+16.6
+6.6
+10.4
+5.1
+8.5
8
9
4.4
–6.5
+4
–19.8
–13.2
–16.9
–5.1
–13.2
–4
–4.4
–0.3
–3.9
–4.1
–2.8
–2.8
8
7.4
6.8
3.8
–4
–5.1
–6.6
–1.6
–5.6
Average=57.8
 By takng the average value of all of the CAI strength data (57.8 ks) and addng (or subtract-
ng) the 32 resduals, 32 ‘normalzed’ average resdual strength values can be obtaned based on one 
damage sze and the data can be analyzed wth STAT17.
 Puttng the 32 ‘normalzed’ resdual strength values nto STAT17 gves an OSL of 0.187 for 
a Webull dstrbuton. Ths s larger than the requred 0.05 so the Webull dstrbuton s assumed. 
From STAT17, the B-bass value for the Webull dstrbuton s 41.0 ks, (A-bass of 27.9 ks). Thus 
the B-bass strength s 41.0 ks/57.8 ks = 0.71 = 71% of the average. Applyng ths knockdown along 
the entre best fit power curve gves:
 y(x)B=(0.71)y(x)  , (3)
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 Fgure 36 shows the B-bass curve plotted wth the resdual strength data.
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Fgure 36.  B-bass dent depth versus CAI curve plotted 
 wth expermental data for the 18-ply specmens.
 Note that the B-bass curve based on dent depth has lower values than the B-bass curve 
based on damage sze. Ths s due to the hgher scatter (resduals) when examnng the CAI strength 
values based on dent depth rather than damage sze. Thus f  dent depth s the measure of severty 
of damage as opposed to NDE sze as determned by flash thermography, a smaller load for a gven 
damage must be used and the part wll have to be desgned wth less efficency.
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5.  CAlCUlATInG A MATERIAl STREnGTh DESIGn VAlUE
 Once the resdual strength curves are defined, a B-bass compresson strength wth a gven 
sze damage can be found for the materal of whch the ntertank acreage s composed. The dam-
age sze s lmted n ths study to a maxmum of 1.4 n for the 16-ply lay-up and about 1.0 n for the 
18-ply lay-up. Larger damage areas where not tested due to the sze lmtatons of the test specmens, 
however, only an ntal materal desgn value, not a final structural allowable, s beng sought. 
 For 16-ply specmens, the B-bass CAI desgn value s found by nsertng the NDE sze nto 
equaton (1). For the 18-ply specmens, equaton (2) s used. Once ths value s found the envronmen-
tal correcton factor (ECF) s appled to the B-bass value. For the data n ths study, a conservatve 
value of 0.87 can be appled (from the 220 °F condtoned data). More reasonable estmates can be 
made once the final maxmum temperature, tme at temperature, and maxmum possble mosture 
content are better defined.
 As an example, suppose the 18-ply lamnate s beng used as the facesheets for the ntertank, 
and the desgn lmt load s 23.0 ks, whch ndcates a prelmnary desgn ultmate load of (1.4)(23 ks) 
= 32.2 ks. Applyng the 13% knockdown from the ECF gves a final desgn ultmate load of 37.0 ks. 
From figure 33, replotted as figure 37 wth the A-bass resdual strength curve, 37.0 ks corresponds 
to a B-bass compresson strength value assocated wth a damage sze of about 0.75 n as detected by 
flash thermography. If  an A-bass value s used, the maxmum damage sze allowed s about 0.55 n.
 Conversely, for a gven damage sze, the A- and B-bass ultmate compressve stress can be found 
from the resdual strength curves. Margns of safety can then be calculated to dsposton the damage.
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Fgure 37.  Damage sze correspondng to A- and B-bass CAI curve 
 for the 18-ply specmens.
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6.  ConClUSIonS
 The procedures used to produce a damaged compresson materal desgn value for two types 
of honeycomb sandwch constructon have been establshed. The bulk of the work s n generatng 
the damage severty versus resdual strength curves. The next step n the contnuaton of ths work s 
scalng up to the sub element level. Some of the key observatons made n ths study are:
•  A sandwch structure that has a rgd backng, as opposed to one that s allowed to bend, results 
n more damage for a gven mpact energy.
•  Unrealstcally large mosture uptake for ‘wet’ specmens can be accomplshed n a week.
• End pottng of CAI specmens (as opposed to drect edge loadng) allowed specmens wth lttle 
to no damage to be tested wthout bucklng or end broomng.
• A damage threshold exsts at whch mpact damage of a finte sze forms. At less severe mpacts, 
there s no damage of sgnficance that forms.
• For specmens wth unrealstcally hgh mosture content, the mosture effects of notched com-
presson strength dropped by only 3%.
• Notched compresson strength values dropped after ≈150 °F was reached. The strength dropped 
lnearly wth ncreasng temperature. At 220 °F the notched compresson strength of ‘wet’ specmens 
was reduced by 10%.
• Dfferent sze mpactors had lttle effect on CAI strength for quas-sotropc facesheets, but showed 
a slghtly lower value for small mpactors for the drectonal facesheets.
• A power curve fit, started at the mpact severty at whch strength drops begn, tends to descrbe 
the materal compresson strength degradaton well.
• An A- and B-bass resdual strength curve could be determned by ‘normalzng’ the data at all 
mpact levels to those at the average mpact level and applyng a percentage knockdown factor to the 
whole curve. 
• Dent depth s not a good ndcator of resdual compresson strength. Hgh knockdowns wll result 
f  ths s the measure of damage severty. Ths result has been found n other studes.1–5
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